“Melodies and Accompaniments” from
MUSIC FOR EVERY OCCASION, by ALVIN CURRAN
for tape and instruments

1. “WALKED THE WAY HOME”  Jacob Burckhardt, jews harp
                            Joan Kalish Kraber, viola
                            Alvin Curran, trumpet

2. “UNDER THE FIG TREE”    Jon Gibson, flute
                            Garrett List, trombone
                            Alvin Curren, putney synthesizer
                            Richard Teitelbaum, moog
                            Joan Kalish Kraber, viola

3. “ROUNDS”
   Jon Gibson
   Garrett List
   Joan LaBarbara
   Jay

   Voices:
   Phil Corner
   Alvin Curran
   Richard Teitelbaum
   Frederic Rzewski
   Charlemagne Palestine
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